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Between them they d.iscovered something
Superior to : " SAIJCTIF ICATION " the Work
of a Lifetime = it was: "PERFECTTON--"
But in the Testimonies they are Inter-
changable and Synonymous. When I was a
Worker for the Conference, we taught
that: "I AM SA\ZED! " was BALLENGER and

FIRST to bring it in with FROOM and
AIIDERSON . Her Book p . 40 , 42 ,45 , 46 | 57 ,58
59 r 60. As CONFUSED as a Belly-Dancer
that trips over her transparent, Bib =
she fluctuated from "LOVE" being FIRST
to "FAITH'' being FIRST. [Her
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$EAN[I,$E = sins are "TRANSEERRE
to the Sanctuary. GC 480(308). Hence
need of "CLEANSING" the Sanctuary. GC

42O-2,4LB-9" But if you read it from
"URIAH SMITH" GC = you are in Danqer o

SOP 42265-7. Where it is all done in
T HOLY PLACE = there is no Cleansing

"BLOOD" any other P1ace. This is very
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f IXATION ! " Another [{inister said:
"The Ladies of our Chutch know, '.she

LIAR!!' The uount6d PoTice Command
d :'t Put het in the ASYLUM ! " Two
troT PoTice ge77ed at the same

me:"We I<IIOW she's a LIAR! You do
have to-Te7l us shE73-a LIAR!
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thing seemed eut and Dried, = ??? But
when the Evid.ence is heard = everything
can be reverged? As the Professional Li
Time LIAR for once is TRAPPED = ???

ME=V|ITH ! And since this was not the fi
Tine, aftex I mAnaged to wrestle it awa
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Tife ADM|T that she Ctid WRONG! And she
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t .look l-ike her Life was in Danger. As
the Aeeused is brought to the Stand in
Hand{uffs the Prosecuting Attorney
ske in a hard and sneering voicez"Did

u -u,se a l"leta7 Object on het?"And all

so his Reply can go over the Wire
"Yes! I used a l"Ietal Object on her, it
Ilras a DAGGER that she tried to KILF

sJ,ashed at his face with a Razor-Sharp
fe = after taking that awag from her
that Tirne = (I had hit her on the

untiT she dropped the Knife = the arm
Black and Blue before she Let
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bow his praud head and ac
his S.in.Instead he BRO0DED, cdst sl u
upon others, dllowed IMPULSE to ove
master JUDGMENT. He had paroxysms
rage and MADNESS, went into states
of DESPONDENCY, self-contempt, and
MOR0SENESS. " There is no TNSANTTY

dreadfuT, so hope-Zess r ds that of
foTTowing human wisdom, UNGUIDED brJ

the Wisdom of God." ST A2:245.

able to do ANVT\IING don the INSANE
[,|A?^IESS o d Sttil-. which shows why
will be taken OUT of a Bed = the
other IJEFT. Each one must make the
own Peace with God. One cannot be
blamed for the Sin of another.
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of APPR0BATI0N, his insane desire
be FIRST' his seeking PRAISE and SEL
EXALTATION. THE LOtlI STANDARD of po

TIMES" 4 Big New Books. ST A22234-
239. PP 643-652.
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We rnay have to carry part of this
er into another FLYER. But we will
begin with some SECOND-HAND STORY
that A,L FRIEND admits is SECOND-
You know what a Judge
Second-Hand information.
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have not been taught t}te BASICS of
the Gospel. They seem to know NOIH
about Matt.18:15-20. L Cor.6:...
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it, HEAR him, and KNOW what he doeth
John 7:57. "He that ANSWERETH a mat
ter BEFORE he heareth it, it -zs a
$OLLY (Webster:State of FOOLISIINESS
MADNESS. ,See FOOL. ) and SHAME unto
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THE him. . .A FALSE WITNESS sha77 not be tlM-
PUNISHED...and he that speaketh LIES'
sha77 PERISH...everg EOOL wi77 be ME

LING." Prov.78:73. 79:519. 2A:3.

wi77 Lt be done to gou AGALN." (The LA
of I(ARILA : of RETRTBATION . )

utes . Those : ,, UNSTABLE=IN=ALLFTHEIR=
WAYS" : like to get into it with bth
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that AL FRIEND and WRIGHT do not deal
in ErCTRINE = ??? But in PERSONAL|TIES
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chatge things that f knew not...Let

ASHAMED and brought to confusion
gether that rejoice at mine hutt." Psa
3 5 : 77 ,26 . " Theg shal,i soon be CUT nWN

"ENVY is the offspring of PRIDE, and,
it it, is entertained in the heart., it
wi77 Tead to ctuel deeds , to hatred,

1972 = by AL FRIEND in "1977. = has. to
with a matter for which, I have,a:Bot-e
over 80 Letters. I. need'- rnore. . EVIDENCE
SEND ME any you ma.y. have" . A COURT SHO

the CRAZIEST letter I have ever re€eiv
ed in my Lifei" But he"refused,.to 6en
i t to me. I can appreciate. that- . Some.',
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uld go by Matt. 18:15-20. But said
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"Yot) know what she said YEARS IATER =

de upt and I said gentTg'to her:"We

fter BROODING and LYING in Bed, schem-
iig in her Head about th:s t the same as

Mother used to do, untiT she Died

,NEVER FORGIVING = gear in and geat out
foTlowing tne SAI{E Pattern : of never
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